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While information is a crucial part of people's everyday lives, many people find that access to information via today's technologies is awkward,
stressful, and overly intrusive in their lives. The problem is not with the information itself, but rather ... expand
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Existing user performance models of navigation for very large documents describe trends in movement time over the entire navigation task.
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Tag clouds are simple yet very widespread representations of how often certain words appear in a collection. In conventional tag clouds, only a single
visual text variable is actively controlled: the tags' font size. Previous work has demonstrated that ... expand
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Immersive display features can improve performance for tasks involving 3D, but determining which types of spatial analysis tasks are affected by
immersive display features for different applications is not simple. This research adds to the knowledge ... expand
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The filter/flow model is a graph-based query visualization capable of representing arbitrary Boolean expressions. However, the resulting graphs
quickly become large and hard to handle when representing complex search queries. We developed an extended ... expand
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In this paper we consider the problem of dynamic range compression from multiple exposures in the absence of raw images, radiometric response
functions, or irradiance information. This is achieved in a rapid and relatively simplistic fashion by merging ... expand
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The representation of material appearance requires an understanding of the underlying structures of real surfaces, light-material interaction, and
human visual system. The Bidirectional Texture Function (BTF) describes real-world materials as a spatial ... expand
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We present a new method for modeling real-world surface reflectance, described with non-parametric spatially-varying bidirectional reflectance
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Tracking the full skeletal pose of the hands and fingers is a challenging problem that has a plethora of applications for user interaction. Existing
techniques either require wearable hardware, add restrictions to user pose, or require significant computation ... expand
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We explore techniques for a slender and untethered stylus prototype enhanced with a full suite of inertial sensors (three-axis accelerometer,
gyroscope, and magnetometer). We present a taxonomy of enhanced stylus input techniques and consider a number ... expand
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Researchers hypothesize pen-based interfaces are the input method of choice for structured 2D languages, as they are natural for users. In our
research we asked whether naturalness, similarity to pen and paper, is more important than speed of entry and ... expand
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Little work has been done on understanding the articulation patterns of users' touch and surface gestures, despite the importance of such knowledge
to inform the design of gesture recognizers and gesture sets for different applications. We report a methodology ... expand
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On a touchscreen keyboard, it can be difficult to continuously type without frequently looking at the keys. One factor contributing to this difficulty is
called hand drift, where a user's hands gradually misalign with the touchscreen keyboard ... expand
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Semiregular models are an important subset of models in computer graphics. They are typically obtained by applying repetitive regular refinements
on an initial arbitrary model. As a result, their connectivity strongly resembles regularity due to these ... expand
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We investigate the use of Hermite Radial Basis Functions (HRBF) Implicits with least squares for the implicit surface reconstruction of scattered
first-order Hermitian data. Instead of interpolating all pairs of point-normals, we select a small subset ... expand
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Local fairing techniques are extensively used in the geometry processing of curves and surfaces. They also play an important role in the
multiresolution shape editing and synthesis applications. However, due to the inter-dependency of the vertices after ... expand
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User control over fluid simulations is a long-standing research problem in computer graphics. Applications in games and films often require
recognizable creatures or objects formed from smoke, water, or flame. This paper describes a two-layer approach ... expand
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Providing cognitive and physical stimulation for older adults is critical for their well-being. Video games offer the opportunity of engaging seniors, and
research has shown a variety of positive effects of motion-based video games for older adults. ... expand
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Parkinson's disease (PD) patients can benefit from regular physical exercises which may ease their symptoms and can slow down the progression of
the disease. Motion-based video games can provide motivation to carry out the often repetitive exercises, ... expand
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Many people with chronic illness suffer from debilitating symptoms or episodes that inhibit normal day-to-day function. Pervasive tools offer the
possibility to help manage these conditions, particularly by helping people understand their conditions. ... expand
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This paper describes Snippets, a novel method for improving computerized data entry from paper forms. Using computer vision techniques, Snippets
segments an image of the form into small snippets that each contain the content for a single form ... expand
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The uniform grid is a well-known acceleration structure for ray tracing. It is fast to build, but slow to traverse. In this paper, we propose a novel micro
64-tree structure to speed up grid traversals on a GPU. A micro 64-tree is a compact 64-way full ... expand
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Partition of unity parametrics (PUPs) are a recent framework designed for geometric modeling. We propose employing PUPs for procedural texture
synthesis, taking advantage of the framework's guarantees of high continuity and local support. Using ... expand
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Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) has been used to produce stylized images, e.g., in a stippled or painted style. To evaluate NPR algorithms,
similarity measurements used in image processing have been employed to assess the quality of rendered images. ... expand
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We present a novel image representation method based on shift-invariant spaces. Unlike existing rendering methods, our proposed approach consists
of two steps: an analog acquisition step that traces rays through the scene, and a subsequent digital processing ... expand
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Touch technology is rapidly evolving, and soon deformable, movable and malleable touch interfaces may be part of everyday computing. While there
has been a lot of work on understanding touch interactions on flat surfaces, as well as recent work about ... expand
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Recent technical developments with flexible display materials have diversified the possible forms of near-future handheld devices. We envision
smartphones that will deploy these materials for physical, device-originated gestural display as expressive ... expand
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Nonvisual natural user interfaces can facilitate gesture-based interaction without having to rely on a physical display. Consequently, this may
significantly increase available interaction space on mobile devices, where screen real estate is limited. ... expand
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Compared with mouse-based interaction on a desktop interface, touch-based interaction on a mobile device is quite limited: most applications only
support tapping and dragging to perform simple gestures. Finger rolling provides an alternative to tapping ... expand
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